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I. Let G be a locally compact group with left invariant Haar meas-

ure m. For any measurable subset 5 of G, define Ls to be that subset

of Ll(G) consisting of all functions which vanish (a.e.) on the comple-

ment of 5. When Ls forms an algebra, we call it a vanishing algebra.

The notion and study of vanishing algebras was initiated by A.

Simon. We recall here some known results (see [2]):

(1) If 5 is a semigroup l.a.e. (i.e., there exists a semigroup T in G

such that S=T locally almost everywhere), then Ls is a vanishing

algebra.

(2) If 5 is a group l.a.e., then Ls is a self-adjoint vanishing algebra.

In this note we shall prove that the converse of (1) is true when G

is unimbdular and (r-compact, and the converse of (2) is always true.

We shall first establish some lemmas which are essential in obtaining

our results. The main theorems will appear in § §111 and IV.

II. For any measurable subset 5 of G, let D(S) = {x£G: for every

open neighborhood U of x, m(Ui\S)>0}, and let I(S)= {xEG:

there exists an open neighborhood V of * such that m(V— S) —0}.

It is known that D(S) is closed and S — D(S) is l.n. (locally negligi-

ble). From the definitions we see immediately that I(S) is open and

I(S)ED(S). We remark that I(S)—S is l.n. For otherwise, there

would exist a compact set K~EI(S)—S with m(K)>0; if we cover K

by finitely many of the F's, we would have m(K) =0. This is a con-

tradiction. We remark also that if 5 is contained in a cr-compact sub-

set of G, then m(S-D(S)) = 0 and m(I(S)-S)=0.

Lemma 1. If Ls is a vanishing algebra, then D(S)I(S)yJI(S)D(S)

£7(5) and I(S) is a semigroup.

Proof. Let pED(S) and qEI(S). Let P be an open neighborhood

of p with finite measure, and let Q be an open neighborhood of q with

finite measure and m(Q — 5)=0. Consider the convolution of the

characteristic functions of Pi\S and Qi^S; we have 4>pns*ct>Qns (Pü)

= m((pq)-\P nS)i\(QT\ 5)-1) = m(P H pqQ~l H 5) > 0, since
Pi^ipqCr1 is an open neighborhood of p. Since this function is con-
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tinuous and is in La, there exists an open neighborhood N of pq

such that m(N — S) = 0, i.e.,pqEI(S). By considering (fons *<t>pns(qp),

we get similarly qpEI(S). Thus D(S)I(S)KJI(S)D(S) EI(S). Clearly
then I(S) is a semigroup.

Lemma 2. Let S be a measurable set which is contained in a a-compact

subset of G. If SED(S) and SSEI(S), then S is a semigroup a.e.

Proof. Since m(I(S) -S) =0, from SSEI(S) we get m(SS-S) =0.

Hence L3 is a vanishing algebra. It then follows from the assumptions

and Lemma 1 that 5nC7(5) for every w^2. Hence S = S"> a.e., where

5°° = U5n is a semigroup.

We remark that in this lemma the condition SED(S) can be

omitted since we can replace 5 by SC\D(S) in the proof. It is not

known, however, whether the condition 55C7(5) can be replaced by

55 C 7(5) a.e.

Lemma 3. Let La be a vanishing algebra. If SEDiS) and 55C7(5),
then S is a semigroup l.a.e.

Proof. Since 7(5) — 5 is l.n., SS—S is l.n. By Lemma 1 we have

5n — 5 is l.n. for every »^2. Thus S—Sx l.a.e.

Again as in Lemma 2, the condition SED(S) can be omitted.

III. We now prove

Theorem 1. Suppose G is unimodular. If Ls is a vanishing algebra

and S is contained in a a-compact subset of G, then S is a semigroup a.e.

Proof. Let 5C77=UC,', where (d) is an increasing sequence of

compact subsets of G. By the density theorem for topological groups

(see [l, p. 268]) and the assumption that G is unimodular, we have

that for each 5 C\ d, there exist bounded neighborhoods

¿7,7 (j=1.2, • • • ) of the identity e such that for every neighborhood

U oí e contained in U^,

r\m(sr\cir\Ux) 1 1
I    —       ,rn-4>anCi(x)   dm(x) < — ■

J   \ m(U) I j

This implies that for every sequence (Wi,:j=l, 2, ■ • ■ ) of neighbor-

hoods of e with Wh C £7¡y for every j,

(i) m(Sr\Cir\Wijx)/m(Wij) converges in measure to 1 on Si\d

as j—* <».

Since G is unimodular, we have similarly a sequence

(7,-y: j = l, 2, • • • ) of bounded neighborhoods of e, such that if

WijEVij for every/,
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(ii) m(Sr\Ci(~\xWij)/m(Wij) converges in measure to 1 on SC\Ci

asj—>°o.

Take now symmetric Wa £ UijC\ Fy. There is a subsequence of

(Wi¡), which may also be denoted by (Wi¡), such that the expressions

in (i) converges to 1 a.e. on SH\Ci and (ii) remains true. We can then

choose a subsequence again to get

m(sr\cir\wijx)
-> 1 a.e. on 5 (~\ C< as / —* «,

m(Wil)

and

m(Sr\Cif\xWii)
-► 1 a.e. on 5 (~\ d as j —> oo.

m(Wi])

Thus, there is a measurable set PC5 such that m(S— P)=0 and

m(Tr\Cir\Wiix)/m(Wi]) and m(Tr\Cir\xWi])/m(WX]) both con-

verge to 1 on TC\Ci as j—*».

Now for any two points x and y in P, there is C< with x, yECi(~\T,

and there exists a j such that ra(P C\ Ci (~\ Wijy)/m(W¡j) and

m(Tr\Cir\xWi/)/m(Wij) are both >§. From this we get m(Wi¡)

= m(Wij r\ (x-'T W yP-1)) = m(Wa C\ x~lT) + m(Wij n yP'1)

- m(l^y n x-'T H yT-1) = m(xWn C\ T) + f»(ïT«y H P)
-m(Wijr\x-lTr\yT-1) > \m{Wu) +\m(Wa) -m(Wijr\x-lTr\yT-1).

Therefore m(Wijr\x-lTÍ\yT-1)>0. But m(Wijr\x-1Tr\yT~l) is

nothing but qbxWijc\T * (pwijVr\T(xy). We therefore have, since LT is a

vanishing algebra, xyEI(T). Thus PP£7(P). By Lemma 2, P is a

semigroup a.e., and hence 5 is a semigroup a.e.

Since every compact group is unimodular, we have the following

corollary which was pointed out by A. Simon [2].

Corollary 1. Suppose G is compact. Then, if Ls is a vanishing alge-

bra, S is a semigroup a.e.

Another immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is

Corollary 2. Suppose G is abelian and generated by some compact

neighborhood of the identity element of G. Then, if Ls is a vanishing

algebra, S is a semigroup a.e.

The proof of Theorem 1 also suggests the following more general

assertion for the nonunimodular case.

Theorem 2. Let Ls be a vanishing algebra. Suppose there exists a

directed set [Ui,iEl] of symmetric neighborhoods of e with finite meas-

ures, having the property that for almost all the points xof S there exists a
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jxEI such that m(Sf\xUi) and m(x~lUif\S~1) are both >\m(Ui) as

i^jx. Then S is a semigroup l.a.e. If, in addition, S is contained in a

a-compact subset of G, then S is a semigroup a.e.

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 1 we know that there exists a

measurable subset FC5, such that m(S— T) = 0 and TTEI(T). The

conclusions then follow from Lemmas 3 and 2.

IV. We now consider the case where Ls is a self-ad joint vanishing

algebra.

Theorem 3. If La is a self-adjoint vanishing algebra, then S is a

group l.a.e. If, in addition, S is contained in a a-compact subset of G,

then S is a group a.e.

Proof. The only nontrivial case is 5 not l.n. Then 73(5) is a group

and 5= 5-1 l.a.e. (see [2]). Let F be a symmetric open neighborhood of

e with finite measure. We have fana * fansi¿) =miVr\Sr\iVi~\S)~1)

= miVr\S)>0; which implies eG7(5). Hence by Lemma 1, 73(5)

G7(5) and therefore 73(5) =7(5). It is then clear that 5 = 73(5) l.a.e.

and if 5 is contained in a o--compact subset of G, 5 = 73(5) a.e. Since

DiS) is a group, the proof is complete.

Another interesting consequence of Lemma 1 is

Theorem 4. Let Ls be a vanishing algebra. If S is open, then S is a

semigroup l.a.e. If, in addition, S is contained in a a-compact subset of

G, then S is a semigroup a.e.

Proof. By Lemma 1, 7(5) is a semigroup. Since 5 is open, 5C7(5).

Therefore 5= 7(5) l.a.e. If, in addition, 5 is contained in a a-compact

subset of G, we have ra(7(5) — 5) =0, hence 5=7(5) a.e.

We conclude this note with one more theorem which has an inter-

esting application.

Theorem 5. If Ls is a maximal vanishing algebra, then S is a closed

semigroup l.a.e. If, in addition, S is contained in a a-compact subset of

G, then S is a closed semigroup a.e.

Proof. We observe that since La is a maximal vanishing algebra,

Ls = 7,fl(S) or 73(5) =G. Since 73(5) is a closed semigroup, the proof

will be completed if 73(5) ?¿G. Just suppose 73(5) = G. Let KES be

of positive finite measure. Then U= {xGG: fa. * (¡>kÍx)>0} is a non-

empty open set (see [4]). Hence miU — S) =0. Let V be an open set

contained in U such that 0<w(F) < ». Then for any xEG, fa~lc\a

* fanaix) - mix~lxV-1 C\ xrlS i\ V~l H S~l) = miV~l C\ x~lS)

= m(xF-1Pi5)>0. This implies xG7(5). Therefore 7(5) = G.  But
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then La = Liia)—LliG), which contradicts the maximality of Ls.

Hence 73(5) *G.

Corollary 3. Let G be abelian and generated by some compact neigh-

borhood of the identity element of G. If there exists a vanishing algebra

La which is a maximal subalgebra in LliG), then G is either the additive

group of real numbers or the discrete integer group.

Proof. By Theorem 5, we may assume 5 to be a semigroup. The

conclusion is then exactly what A. Simon [3] asserted.
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